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Category: Interest

Claes Oldenburg, “Sandwich BLT” 1960
Soft Sculpture: Vinyl, Kapok stuffing and Wood painted with 
acrylic

In the early 1960s Claes Oldenburg began creating
comically large send-ups of common household items
and foodstuffs using a variety of soft materials. Like
many artists working at this time, he depicted consumer
culture in order to both reflect on and critique a rapidly
changing society. To make Giant BLT (Bacon, Lettuce,
and Tomato Sandwich), Oldenburg enlisted the assistance
of his then-wife Patty Mucha to sew the forms in vinyl
before he filled them with kapok, a type of tree fiber.
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Oldenburg's choice to make sculpture from custom-stitched fabrics underscores the anxiety felt by many 
who worried that handwork would be entirely replaced by mechanized fabrication. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m2qxhWmdIrs video: Whitney  Museum:Focus presents Claes Oldenburg’s Great BLT 2009

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m2qxhWmdIrs


Category: Interests

Rick Barton, Pen and Ink, 1960
Left: The Queen of Mexico
Below: “Central Market, Los Angeles” 1960

Inside a church nave-concerned with the 
crowd of people.  See large thumb, lower 
right in the manner of a photographer.

Aerial view of market-excludes people. He is concerned 
with the lighting fixtures, and the scaffold-like structures 

that hold  shopping bags and wares. 3



Joseph Stella, “”The Brooklyn Bridge/Variation on An 
Old Theme”, 1939 • Oil on canvas

Joseph Stella first depicted the bridge in 1918 and returned to 
it throughout his career.  He felt it embodied the human spirit.

He captures the dizzying height and awesome scale of the 
bridge from a series of fractured perspectives, combining 
dramatic views of radiating cables, stone masonry, cityscapes, 
sparkling lights and night sky. The large scale of the work—it 
is nearly six feet tall—conjures a Renaissance altar, while the 
Gothic style of the massive pointed arches evokes medieval 
churches. By combining contemporary architecture and 
historical allusions, Stella transformed the Brooklyn Bridge 
into a twentieth-century symbol of divinity, the quintessence of 
modern life and the Machine Age.          

Category: Interests
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Category: Social/Political

Ringgold explains, that there was a lot of 
spontaneous rioting and fighting in the street and 
undocumented killings of African-American people, 
and great racism. Everybody knew. Everybody 
talked about it, but I would never see anything 
about it on television—nothing.

“How could I, as an African-American woman artist, document what was happening all around me?  I want to show a kind of abstraction 
of what the fights were really all about. And they had a lot to do with race and class, and no one was left out.  It was to make sure that 
certain people on the bottom don’t get to the top.”
 
“So you can see they’re all dressed in business suits, and they’re all hooty-dooty.  But they’re fighting for their position in life, in 
America, to be retained.  There’s people who have already attacked somebody, and they’re trying to beat them down.  And then there’s 
people looking for somebody, running after each other and screaming and carrying on against that background.  And those squares really 
represent the sidewalk, which basically was always the background of a riot because everybody is going to fall on the ground.”
 
 
    

Faith Ringgold, “American People 
Series #20 Die, 1967 • Oil on canvas
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Category: Social/Political

The black figures, in one sense represents the 
happier version of the expulsion of
Adam and Eve from Paradise, one in which 
butterflies, cardinals,and bluebirds lead the 
way and clover softens the path.

However in this painting, these figures 
represent rebels carrying with them a 
contemporary urgency. As the artist has 
explained."rebellion wasn't something that 
started with the civil rights struggle; it started 
in the eighteenth century, and the goals of that 
struggle that are yet to be realized.

Kerry James Marshall, The Wedding, 2003
Acrylic on fiber glass.



Category: Social/Political
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In 1932 Rivera was commissioned by the Rockefeller family to create a painting for the ground floor of the 
Rockefeller Center in NYC. A negative prominent newspaper article accused the Rockefellers as supporters of communist 
propaganda.  As a form of protest Rivera added  the notorious political Russian leader, Vladimir Lenin.   The Rockefellers 
asked Rivera to remove the portrait. He refused but proposed a compromise to add an American hero,  Abraham Lincoln. 
This offer was discarded by Nelson Rockefeller.  Rivera was dismissed from the project, paid for his work and the mural 
was destroyed.   Diego responded: I paint what I paint; I paint what I see; I paint what I think.

Man at the Crossroads portrayed the 
never-ending struggle between capitalism 
and socialism in the form of a 
meticulously crafted artistic metaphor, 
using components of society, industry 
and science.

Diego Rivera, “Man at the 
Crossroads”,1933 • Fresco, Mural



Jennifer Packer, “Blessed Are Those Who 
Mourn (Breonna! Breonna!), 2020
Oil on canvas
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Category: Social/Political, Place

For Packer, a painting can honor a life: This 
painting is connected to the violent death of 
Breonna Taylor at the hands of the 
Louisville, Kentucky, police.
The photographs of Taylor's home that 
surfaced in the media, and on which this 
work is based, strongly resonated with 
Packer; many of the details that she

observed in the images evoked objects that might have existed in the artist's own 
home-connecting her implicitly to Taylor. "I'm interested in the co-dependency of humans existing 
in spaces," the artist has stated.  "I'm interested in the environment as much as the figures
that sit within it.'
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Category: Social/Political, Place,
Relationships, PlaceSpecial Moment

Kerry James Marshall, “De Style”.1993, 
Acrylic and collage on canvas

This pivotal work depicts the interior of a 
barbershop-a place of creativity, 
community, and self-transformation-where 
the hairdresser and his smartly dressed 
male clientele are staged as if they were 
the aristocratic subjects of an Old Master 
group portrait. Marshall's hair salon is full of 
vibrant mementos and tools of the trade 
that speak to the power of his elegant 
subjects and to the cultural memory that 
such a site embodies.



Malcolm Bailey, “untitled” 1969
Re: Slave Ships
Acrylic on composition board
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Category: Social/Political

Malcolm Bailey based this painting on diagrams of a 
ship carrying abducted Africans to the Americas that 
were published in 1780 by an English abolitionist 
group. Like many artists of his time, Bailey used 
found,mass-produced imagery to draw attention to 
particular aspects of American history and culture. 

The blue paint and white paint used for this work  
recalls blueprints, underscoring the employed in the abduction and transportation of millions of Africans from their 
homeland. At the center of the work is a drawing of a cotton plant, the basis of the economic system fed by the 
labor of enslaved people.

For Bailey, this diagrammatic rendering is more effective than a straightforward depiction. "An artist's job," he 
wrote, "should be more than one of just mirroring life; he must instead interpret life in a very subjective abstract 
way”



Devan Shimoyama, “February 11, 2019, 2019 
Re: Death of Trevor Martin
Silk flowers, sequins, jewelry and more.
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Category: Politics & Fashion

This work is a tribute to Trayvon Martin, the seventeen- year-old 
African-American boy killed in Florida by a white man, who 
thought that a package of Skittles Martin was removing from his 
hooded sweatshirt was a weapon. Its title refers to the month of 
Martin's birth.The murder became a touchstone of the Black 
Lives Matter movement, whose symbolism- the innocence of a 
child reaching into his hoodie for candy and being shot-is

heartrending. Shimoyama focuses on the hoodie, which has become associated with Black style, and which 
Martin's assailant described as sinister, as both a memorial to Martin and a critique of police brutality and the 
racism endemic to American society. Appliquéing scores of artificial flowers to a ready-made hoodie, 
Shimoyama evokes the heaps of bouquets that are often left on street corners or in front of buildings as 
impromptu memorials to those who have died.



John Biggers, “Cape 3 Moonrising” 2019
Antique Quilt
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Category: Fashion, Identity

Biggers's practice integrates video, film, installation,sculpture, drawing, 
performance, and original music. Often examining issues of cultural difference, 
his work engages a wide range of themes, including politics, Black history and 
culture, Buddhism, and art history, offering new perspectives on established
symbols. He has long worked with textiles and garments, frequently referencing 
antique African-American quilts and their use as signals on the Underground 
Railroad. 

This work served as a costume for Un-Televised Revolutions (2019), a 

performance piece staged at Washington, DC's Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts by Biggers's 
multimedia ensemble Moon Medicin, for which heis the Creative Director and keyboardist.



Rajasthan, India, “Rajasthan 
Children happily carrying 
water cans.
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Category: Fashion, Place



Lois Mailou Jones, “Ubi girl from Tai Region”, 1972
Acrylic paint on canvas
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Category: Identity

Boston-born artist Loïs Mailou Jones portrays a self-possessed girl from 
the Ta Region of Côte d'lvoire, her face painted for her initiation into 
womanhood. The artist mirrors the painted lines on the young woman's 
face in red outline, and includes a Dan or Mano mask representing an 
idealized female spirit, bringing together multiple depictions of 
womanhood in a single work. 

For Jones, this painting symbolized a reclamation of her own African 
heritage, following a trip she took to the continent in her sixties.

After graduating from the School of the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, 

Jones studied in Paris. There she felt "released ….from all the pressure and stagnation" that Black artists 
confronted in the United States. Returning to Boston, she said:"I discovered that not only being Black, but being 
a woman created a double handicap for me to face." Over the ensuing decades, as an acclaimed painter Jones 
would pave the way for generations of female artists of color to follow.



Cecilia Vicuna, “The Mulata, Coast of 
Columbia”, 1977
Oil on canvas
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Category: Identity

Vicuna, born in Chile,  combines elements of 
surrealism, symbolism and portraiture. Her paintings 
are stories of personal and political awakening. She 
is an artist, poet, filmmaker and activist.  Her 
concerns are human rights, ecological destruction, 
liberal democracy.



T.C. Cannon, “Two Guns” 1973-77
Acrylic and oil on canvas
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Category: Identity

This painting is a prime example of Cannon's dynamic use of 
color and patterns, interplay between foreground and 
background, and mash-ups of time, place, and Native and 
non-Native elements.

The title references the Arikara, a Native nation related to the 
painter's Caddo ancestors, many of whom were decimated by 
war and epidemics in the nineteenth century. Cannon's warrior 
wears a U.S. military scout uniform and classic Plains Indian 
adornments.

The searing pop-art color of his pompadour and clothing pull him out of the staid world of black-and- 
white romanticized Indian portraiture. The energetic wallpaper reinforces his defiant posture and 
expression: this regal man shall not be easily moved.



Cecilia Vicuna, “Autobiography”, 1971
Oil on canvas
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Category: Identity 

Vicuña was born in Santiago in 1948. Her family of mixed 
European and Andean ancestry, was full of artists. “Since I 
was a little girl, I was simultaneously writing, drawing, 
performing, and painting. All of these are languages, they 
all speak to each other,” she said. She described growing 
up in a house where books and art were freely available,

Vicuna’s process is to be present as she works.  To be the 
witness of what she is doing, but not controlling it. She 
says, “learn to exist in fear without paralyzing yourself.” 

When asked what is the best way to approach her art, she answers, “With questions and new feelings. For art 
no language is best, I call it sentipensar—thought feeling-feeling thought.”
Read her poem: https://www.poetryfoundation.org/poems/58267/inkamisana

http://www.ceciliavicuna.com/quipus/l2gly5g25orj1als59v7obertkm60u
https://www.poetryfoundation.org/poems/58267/inkamisana


Roy Lichtenstein, 
Left:   “Crying Girl”,1963
Lithograph on lightweight off-white 
wove paper

Right: “Crying Girl”, 1964
Porcelain enamel on steel
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Category: Emotion

During the late 1950s and 
early 1960s, many American 
painters began to adapt the 
imagery and motifs of comic 

strips. Lichtenstein in 1958 made drawings of comic strip characters. In the early 1960s, Lichtenstein 
produced several "fantasy drama" paintings of women in love affairs with domineering men causing 
women to be miserable. These works served as prelude to 1964 paintings of innocent "girls next door" 
in a variety of tenuous emotional states.



Edvard Munch, “The Scream”1893
Tempera and casein on cardboard

Munch wrote that one evening he was walking along a path, the 
city was on one side, and the fjord below. He said he was tired 
and ill.   “I sensed a shriek passing through nature…I painted this 
picture, and painted the clouds as actual blood.” 
The scream emanates from Munch who was on the bridge. He 
vainly attempts to shut out its sound by covering his ears.  The 
overwhelming anxiety that sought release in this primal scream, 
was chiefly a dread of death, as the sky and the skull-like head of 
the figure suggest.  His two friends are in the background. Munch 
suffered from a fear of open spaces.*
*·Marilyn Stokstad, ART HISTORY, Harry N Abrams, Inc, publisher, 1995. 
P.1038
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Category: Emotion



Jennifer Packer, “Jess”, 2018
Oil on canvas
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Category:  Social/Political, Emotions

Combining observation, memory, and improvisation, Jennifer 
Packer's intimate renderings of friends and family recast the 
genres of portraiture and still life. 

Packer (b. 1984), who is based in New York, often works on 
her compositions for months or even years as she strives to 
achieve a visual complexitv that mirrors the emotional 
experience of the individuals she depicts and the spaces
they inhabit. She takes a vibrant approach to color, plays with
Scale to powerful effect, and layers and obscures detalls to 
create constant shifts between foreground and background.



Cecilia Vicuna, “Little House to Think What Real 
Situation Suit Me./ Bay of Joy, 1971 • Oil paint on 3 section 
screen panel made of wood, mirrors etc.
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Vicuna, born in Chile,  combines elements of surrealism, 
symbolism and portraiture. Her paintings are stories of 
personal and political awakening. She is an artist, poet, 
filmmaker and activist.  Her concerns are human rights, 
ecological destruction, liberal democracy.

Her process is to be present as she works.  To be the 
witness of what she is doing, but not controlling it. She says, 
“learn to exist in fear without paralyzing yourself.” Her work 
has always involved responding to a sign, not imposing a 
mark.

This Biombo is a colonial folding screen used as a room 
divider that featured painted descriptions of the conqueror of 
the Americas.  Vicuna uses the screen as a decolonial 
appropriation of the Biombo.

Category: Social/Political, Interests
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Japanese women have long been known to 
boast elaborate hairstyles to emphasize their 
social and economic status. Between the 7th 
and 19th century, noblewomen associated 
with the elite and ruling families of the 
dynastic Japan world wore elaborate and 
structured hairdos built of wax, combs, 
ribbons, hair picks, and flowers.
 

Yoshu Chikanobu, “Tea 
Ceremony” 1885,  Japanese 
screen, Woodcut on paper

Category: Fashion, Place, 
Special Moment



Ralph Lemon, “Unititled part of a 
Series” 1969 • Acrylic on 
composition board

Category: 
Social/Political, Interests
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Ralph Lemon is a dancer, 
choreographer, writer, visual artist. 

As a Black artist who grew up in 
Minneapolis in the 1960s and 
1970s, Lemon reflects on those 
times and ours.

His works reflects the raw struggle for racial justice; the age of pandemic and its meaning and impact.  
Conversation with Philip Bither, Walker Center, Director and Senior Curator of Performing Arts: 

https://walkerart.org/calendar/2020/artist-talk-ralph-lemon

https://walkerart.org/calendar/2020/artist-talk-ralph-lemon


Category: Social/Political, Emotions, Place
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Combining observation, memory, and improvisation, 
Jennifer Packer's intimate renderings of friends and 
family reveals the emotional experience of the 
individuals she depicts and the spaces they inhabit.

Packers has an insatiable desire for knowledge 
through sensory experience as well as the 
significance of bearing witness in an exhausting 
cycle of familiar traumas.  

Drawing connections between the politics of 
representation, intimacy, and personal grief in 

Jennifer Packer, “Eric III” 2013 • Oil on canvas

response to tragedies of state and institutional violence against Black people, Packer underscores what 
is-and is not-visible in American culture. “My inclination to paint, especially from life, is a completely political 
one.  We belong here. We deserve to be seen and acknowledged in real time.   



Ben Shahn, “Handball”, 1939
Gouache on paper mounted on board

Category: Interests, Place, 
Relationships, Special Moments
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In a 1957 interview, Shahn described 
his painting as being about "social 
relationships," including those as 
seemingly simple as the relationships 
among ball players.
 
In this painting the figures face away 
from us, engrossed in the world 
contained by the massive concrete wall 
of the handball court.

 
 



John Steuart Curry, “Baptism in Kansas” 
1928 • Oil on canvas

Category: Special Moment, 
Relationships, Place
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The painting depicts a full-submersion baptism in a 
water tank Curry witnessed in 1915 in the devout 
religious community of his childhood: the local 
creeks were dried up, and the only suitable site for 
a full-submersion baptism was a water tank. The 
circle of pious hymn singers.  The row of Ford 
Model-T cars, and the receding prairie provide a 
counterpoint to the dynamic postures of the preacher 
and young woman at the moment they begin her 
submersion.

In the sky, suggesting a divine presence, are a raven and a dove, a reference to the birds Noah released 
from the Ark after the flood. Curry’s vision of an idealized American heartland signaled the emergence of 
Regionalism, the movement that glorified grassroots rural values during the poverty-stricken years of the 
Great Depression.          



Max Beckmann, “Family Picture” 1920
Oil on canvas

Category: Relationships, 
Special Moments
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Max Beckmann, a German Expressionist whose 
work was labeled “degenerate” by the Nazis, painted 
this picture of his family shortly after World War I 
came to an end. But the scene is of a family 
gathering that his mother-in-law, Ida Tube, frequently 
hosted at her Berlin apartment before the 

war.  She is seen in the center, despairing and covering her face. Beckmann’s son sprawls on the floor; the other 
women at the table are both lost in their own melancholy pursuits. The artist reclines on the couch, morose and 
dressed for a costume party, waiting for his first wife, Minna, to finish her primping before the mirror. Beckmann’s 
bright palette adds tension to the bleak feeling that war approaches—inside and outside the apartment. 



Joan L. Davidson
“Ode to Tether Ball Players” 2021
Oil paint on canvas

Category: Interest, Relationships, 
Special Moments
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I wanted to give expressive form to the game 
I observed many many times.

I was Intrigued by
 the decisive and elegant gestures 

of the players, 
the fast rhythm of the game, 
the hypnotic free flying ball 

as it soared into the sky.

I could not play the game
But I could paint the game!

 



Kerry James Marshall, “Past Times” 1997, 
Acrylic and collage on canvas
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Category: Social/ Political, Relationships, 
Place, Special Moment 

Past Times marks the decisive moment at which 
the artist confronts the canon of Western painting 
upon its own rigorous terms, boldly usurping the 
grand artistic gesture of past movements to assert 
the primacy and presence of an African American 
narrative within the larger legacy of contemporary 
American painting.

In their serene pursuit of activities typically assigned to affluent white suburbia — golfing, boating, lawn games — 
the figures of Past Times suggest the ultimate picture of American leisure.

Above this sublime scene, a partially legible banner reads “Who plays…all of heart and….skill / Will also work 
with heart and will,” ironically invoking the age-old promise of leisurely prosperity through hard work 
long-suggested by the so-called American Dream, and long withheld for innumerable black Americans.
 



Harold Lehman, The Driller”, 1937 
Tempera on composition board. Mural on Rikers Island

Category: Interest
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Mural painted as part of the New Deal’s Federal Art Project.



Jeffrey Gibson “Birds of a Feather”, 2017
Sculpture-Glass, Bead, Wood artificial sinew (originally made of 
caribou muscle, used by Native Americans), cooper jingles, metal 
cones, nylon fringe and steel.
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Category: Identity

Gibson, born in 1972 is a Mississippi Band of Choctaw Indians/Cherokee.  
He melds indigenous North American materials and forms with those of 
Western contemporary art to create a new hybrid visual vocabulary that 
prompts a shift in how Native American art is perceived and historicized.

Language plays an important role in Gibson's work, with lines from pop 
songs and other sources adorning vibrant woven and patterned wall 
hangings and punching bags. Taken from such diverse sources as James 
Baldwin, Pete Seeger, Culture Club, and Public Enemy, among others, the 
phrases take on multiple meanings and speak to resistance, reclamation, 
and celebration.



Hank Willis Thomas, “Afro Pick-All Power to 
All People” 2020
25’ Steel Sculpture/Monument’ 
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Category: Social/Political, Identity

Hank’s artwork is a larger than life steel sculpture of the 
iconic Afro Pick. “It stands as a symbol of community, 
strength, perseverance, comradeship, equal justice, and 
belonging. The piece offers an opportunity to reflect on a 
storied culture and a 6,000 year history of the artifact and 
of grooming culture.”  

Thomas’s statement on a banner near the monument 
that included its title, All Power to All People: “Public 
monuments have a higher charge now. They can 
celebrate a specific individual, or a group of people, but 
they should also invite a broader conversation about

how a memorial can connect to the rest of the world and represent its people.” 



T. C. Cannon, “Favorite Wife” 1972
Acrylic and oil on canvas
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Category:Relationships

Canon’s bold brush strokes and blocks of 
vibrant colors is a departure from what was 
until then American Indian art.  It 
contributed significantly to redefining Native 
Art that often included painted scenes of 
deer and buffalo, as well as the view many 
people had of Native America.

He was influenced by Vincent van Gogh 
and Henri Matisse as well as folk and rock 
singers particularly Bob Dylan and Woodie 
Guthrie.  He played guitar.  

Music was his muse, it inspired him to paint.  His work includes 50 paintings, some woodblock 
prints and linocuts as well as poems and songs.  He died in 1978, at 31 in a car accident.
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Category: Relationship

Alice Neel, “Linda Nochlin and Daisy” 1973
Oil on canvas

Neel was one of the 20th century’s foremost practitioners of 
figurative painting.  Working from life, she created provocative 
and often disarmingly frank portraits of friends in her N.Y. studio.
 
Here she portrays the distinguished art historian Linda 
Nochlin-whose 1971 essay “Why Have There Been No Great 
Women Artists?’ remains a touchstone of feminist art history. 
 
At Neel’s invitation, Nochlin sat several times for this portrait; 
ultimately, the artist chose to depict her as a mother with her 
daughter Daisy, Neel captured the pair with her characteristic 
lush and vivid colors and free brushwork.



Bertil Vallien, “Visitor Taking Off”, 2018-19
Blown Glass
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Category: Interest

“The rocket represents for me a journey into the unknown.

No fear, only courage, to face the future with all of its possibilities and 
dream of what could be.”

Trisha Duggan, artist, philanthropist, businesswoman who founded the 
Imagine Museum, St. Petersburg, FL in 2018, 


